Cookie Statement of this Website
This Cookie Policy (our policy on the use of cookies) is applied on this Internet Website
(hereafter the "Site"), including the web pages on third-party platforms (for example,
Facebook or YouTube), and the applications that are accessed or used through this
Website or third-party platforms that are conducted by or on behalf of the Data
Controller Accessori Val Vibrata S.r.l., with registered office in Via Leonardo da
Vinci, 8 - 64013 Corropoli (TE), Italy - VAT Number 02018960449, (hereinafter the
"Writer").
By using the Site, you are consenting to our use of cookies in accordance with this
Cookie Policy. If you do not consent to our use of cookies, you must set up your browser
appropriately (see below) or do not use the Site of the Writer. If you decide to disable
the cookies we use, it could affect the user's experience while browsing the Site.
The table reported below summarizes the different types of cookies that could be used
on the Site of the Writer, together with their respective function and duration (i.e. how
long each cookie will continue to be on your device).
What are cookies?
Cookies are files or partial data that can be saved on your computer (or other devices
enabled to surf the Internet, for example smartphones or tablets) when you visit a
website. Usually a cookie contains the name of the website from which the cookie itself
comes from, the lifespan of the cookie (i.e. how long it will remain on your device), and
a value, which is usually a randomly generated unique number.
What do we use the cookies for?
We use cookies to make the use of our Site easier and to better adapt it to your interests
and needs. Cookies can also be used to help us speed up your future experiences and
activities on our Site. Furthermore, we also use cookies to compile anonymous aggregate
statistics that allow us to understand how people use our Site and to help us improve the
framework and the contents of this Site. We are not able to identify you personally
through these information.
What typology of cookie do we use?
This Site uses technical cookies with the Purpose of Technical Management of the
operation of the Site. They are not used for further purposes. They can be divided into:
Navigation cookies: used for the technical management and guarantee the normal
navigation and use of the website or through the analytics cookies allow the management

of the information in aggregate form (note well, analytics cookies are similar to the
technical cookies when used directly by the Site Manager to collect information, in
aggregate form, on the number of the users and how they visit the Site itself);
Functionality cookies: they allow the user to navigate according to a series of selected
criteria (for example, the language) in order to improve the service provided;
“Session cookies” and “persistent cookies”: once downloaded the session cookies are
then deleted when the browser is closed, while the persistent cookies are stored until
their expiration or cancellation. The session cookies used are designed to speed up the
analysis of the traffic on the Internet and facilitate users the access to the services offered
by the Site. They are mainly used during authentication, authorization and navigation for
the services which are accessible through a registration. Most of the browsers are set up
to accept cookies. The use of session cookies is strictly limited to the transmission of
session identifiers, necessary to allow a safe and efficient exploration of the Site. These
data have a technical nature, temporary validity and are not collected for the purpose of
identifying users but, due to their functioning and in combination with other data held by
third parties (for example, the data subject's internet provider), they could allow
identification;

First-party cookies and third-party cookies: the two typologies of cookies above
(session cookies and persistent cookies) in turn can be:

"first party cookies" when they are managed directly by the owner and / or the
manager of the website;

"third party cookies" when cookies are set up and managed by managers unrelated
to the website visited by the user, such as Cookie Google Analitycs, whose software is
used to create a cookie in order to generate usage statistics. The data generated by this
cookie are stored at Google Inc. For the operation of cookies in Google Analytics, please
consult the official documentation provided by Google here at this link. In any case, the
data contained in the aforementioned cookie analytics are related to the technical
management.
The provision regarding cookies specifies that for the installation of technical cookies
the prior consent of users is not required, while it firmly applies the obligation to provide
information pursuant to Article 13 of Italian Legislative Decree 196/2003 (Personal Data
Protection Code). Therefore, for further information regarding the processing of your
Personal Data, you can consult the Privacy Disclaimer of this Website.

Below, it is reported a legend of the typologies of cookies which can be used:

Type of
Cookie

Necessary

What these cookies do?
These cookies are essential for the proper
functioning of our Site, allow people to
browse our Site and to take advantage of
its features such as storing previous
actions (texts inserted) when you return
to a web page during the same session.

Do these cookies collect my
personal data / identify me?
These cookies do not identify you as
individual. If you do not accept these
cookies, the performance of the
website, or sections thereof, may be
compromised.

These cookies help us to understand how
users interact with our Site by providing
us information on the sections visited, the These cookies do not identify you as
individual. All data is collected and
Performance time spent on the Site, and any matter
that has emerged, for example an error
aggregated anonymously.
message. This helps us to improve the
performance of our Site.
The information that is collected by
these cookies may include personally
These cookies allow our Site to recall the identifiable information that you have
choices you make (for example, your
provided, for example your username
username, the language selected or the
or profile picture. We will always be
region in which you are, any products
transparent to you regarding to what
included in the shopping cart) to provide information we collect, how we use it
Functionality you with a more customised online
and who we share it with.
experience. They can also allow users to
If you do not accept these cookies, the
view videos, enter games and interact
performance and functionality of the
with social tools such as blogs, chat
website may be compromised and
rooms and forums.
access to the contents of the Site may
result limited.
These cookies are used to present a
content that best suits you and your
interests. They can be used to display
targeted advertisements or to limit the
number of times that you see an
Targeting and advertisement. Moreover, they also help
Advertising us to measure the effectiveness of the
advertising campaigns on our Site. We
may use these cookies to recall the
websites you have visited and we may
share this information with third parties,
including our agencies and advertisers.

The majority of cookies of this type
trace consumers through their IP
address and therefore may collect
some personally identifiable
information. For more information
about these cookies, including the
information they collect and how they
are used, please consult the related
table.

Do we use third-party cookies?
We make use of various suppliers who may also set up cookies on your device on our
behalf when you visit our Site, to enable them to provide the services they are providing.
If you want more information about these cookies, together with information on how to
avoid receiving these cookies, please refer to the designated table.
When you visit our Site you may receive cookies from websites or third-party domains.
We strive to identify these cookies before they are used in order to allow you to decide
whether you wish to accept them or not. Further information regarding these cookies
may be available on the website of the third party in question.
How can I check or delete the cookies?
Most of the Internet browsers are initially set up to accept cookies automatically. You
can change these settings to block the cookies or to warn you that cookies are being sent
to your device. There are several ways to manage cookies. Please refer to the instruction
manual or the help screen of your browser to find out how to adjust or change your
browser settings.
If you disable the cookies we use, this may affect your experience while you are on our
Site. For example, you may not be able to visit certain sections or to receive personalised
information when you visit our Site.
The links to the instructions to disable cookies on the most popular browsers are
reported here below:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Internet Explorer
Google Chrome
Mozilla Firefox
Apple Safari
Opera
Cookie Google Analytics

To disable the analytical cookies and to prevent Google Analytics from collecting data
on navigation, download the browser add-on to disable Google Analytics.

1.

Flash cookie

The Site can use Adobe Flash Player to offer some multimedia content. On most
computers, the software is installed as "default".
In case of use of some of this content, Google Analytics stores some additional data on
your computer, also known as Flash cookies (or Local Share Object) through which the
Owner is able to know the total number of times in which a certain audio / video file is
opened, the number of people using it until the end and how many people close it before
the end. The Adobe Website provides information on how to remove or disable the Flash
cookies.

Please note that limiting and / or eliminating the use of this type of flash cookies can
affect the functions available for applications based on Flash technology.

You can also visit the website, www.aboutcookies.org for information on how to
manage / delete cookies according to the type of browser used.

To delete cookies from the Internet browser of your smartphone / tablet, it is necessary
to refer to the user manual of the device.

If you use different devices to view and access the Internet Websites (for example,
computers, smartphones, tablets, etc.), you must ensure that each browser on each device
is adjusted to fulfil your cookie preferences.

What are the cookies used on this Site?
These are the cookies that are used on our Site:

PERFORMANCE COOKIES
Cookie
used

Analytic /
Tracking

How long is
What does the the cookie
cookie do?
on your
device?

Provides
anonymous /
aggregate
Persists,
information on
sessions and
where you go and
third parties
what you do on
our Site and on
other websites.

Cookie details

Google Analytics
For information about Google Analytics click
here. The data of Google Analytics have been
made anonymous and Google has been prevented
from crossing the data with other applications, it is
still possible to refuse the use of Google Analytics
cookies by downloading and installing the
browser add-on to disable Google Analytics.

YouTube Tracking
For information on YouTube Tracking click here.

FUNCTIONALITY COOKIES
Cookie
used

What does the cookie do?

How long is
the cookie on
your device?

Cookie details
Add This
For information about Add This click
here

Delicious
For information about Delicius.com click
here

Facebook
For information about Facebook Connect
click here
For further information about the
Facebook social plug-in click here

Linkedin
For information about Linkedin click
here

They allow you to share
comments / ratings / pages /
Social Media bookmarks and help you to
Third parties
simplify the access to social
Sharing
networks and to social tools on
the Internet.

For more information about Linkedin
Cookies click here

Pinterest
For information about Pinterest click here

Tumblr
For information about Tumblr click here
Twitter
For information about Twitter Button
click here
For information about Twitter Badge
click here
YouTube
For information about YouTube click
here

TARGETING AND ADVERTISING
Cookie
used
Cross
tracking of
websites

How long is the
What does the cookie do? cookie on your
device?
Provides anonymous information
about visitors, for example the
Persistent, session
websites they visit before and / or and third parties
after visiting our Site.

Cookie details

Currently we do not use
cookies for these features
on our Site.

VARIOUS
Cookie
used

What does the cookie do?

How long is
the cookie
on your
device?

Cookie details

YouTube
For information about
YouTube click here
Rich
Media

They support various and different
elements of functionality on our Site and Persistent,
session and
on the related websites, such as video
viewing, the use of internet coupon codes / third parties
loyalty applications and music downloads.

Vimeo
For information about
Vimeo click here
Spotify
For information about
Spotify click here

Web
Beacon

Other

Web beacons (also known as web bugs /
pixel tags / clear GIFs) monitor the visitor Persistent,
behavior on the websites and can provide session and
information on, for example what users do third parties
on websites and the IP addresses of the
users, to third-party companies.
They support various and different
elements of functionality on our Site.

Persistent,
session and
third parties

Currently we do not use any
kind of ‘web beacon’ on our
Site.
maps.google.com
For information about
maps.google.com click here

The Owner reserves the right to modify, update, add or remove parts of this statement at
his discretion and at any time.
The Data Subject is required to periodically check for any possible changes. In order to
facilitate this verification, this statement will contain the indication of the date of the
update of the revision.
The use of the Site, after the publication of the changes, will constitute the acceptance of
the changes.
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